Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School
AUTUMN
Wow beginning:
Visit to the baby clinic.
Baby clinic role play.
Chn’s and our baby photo display.

YEAR: RECEPTION
SUMMER

SPRING
Wow beginning:
Walk round KS2 outdoor
grounds to play in the
leaves, explore natural art
and den making.
Learning Challenge Question
Why are there so many
leaves on the ground?

Wow beginning:
A ball in the hall!

Wow beginning:
Stage an ‘incident’ in the
classroom for the children to
investigate.

Wow beginning:
Visit from a mini beast expert
bringing large and small
insects to look at and handle.

Wow beginning:
A visit from a AOT to talk about
their role in the community.

Learning Challenge Question
How can we help Cinderella
have a ball?

Learning Challenge Question
Should Goldilocks say sorry?

Learning Challenge Question
Are all mini beasts scary?

Learning Challenge Question
Who can I ask for help?

Subsidiary Challenges
How am I the same?
How am I different?
What makes a family?
What I like best is……
What can I do with my body?
How can I look after myself?

Subsidiary Challenges
Why do I know that it won’t
be hot and sunny
tomorrow?
How can I create Autumn
colours?
Are all the leaves the same
shape?

Subsidiary Challenges
How can we make our hall fit
for the ball?
How can we make we make
Prince Charming’s castle
modern?
Why is a glass slipper not a
sensible dancing shoe?
Would you prefer Prince
Charming or Cinderella’s life?

Subsidiary Challenges
Why does a spider need a
web?
Where did the butterfly come
from?
Does a worm have legs?
Why does a snail carry his
house around?
Why does a ladybird have
spots?

Subsidiary Challenges
What does Postman Pat do?
Why do some people need to
wear special clothes at work?
Why do you have to go to school?
Why is it important to have a
hospital?
When would Fireman Sam be very
helpful?

Small Group Work
Circle time – Discuss the similarities
and what makes us special. – Linked
to Come & See, God know and loves
each one of us.
Outline of a house – Children to draw
who is in their family, attempt to
label. Extend to the school family
and the church family.
Provide a range of materials for
children to illustrate ‘what I like best’.
Explore gross and fine motor
activities. Funky fingers, different
ways of moving. Celebrating unique
abilities. Explore all the 5 senses.
Beans game.
Dental hygienist, hair dresser, nurse,
doctor (AOTs). How do I feel
(emotional health) – done through
puppets. – Extension illustration of
what makes me happy.

Small Group Work
Explore recording the
variety of weather
conditions.
Colour mixing using the
primary colours to explore
making secondary colours.
Leaf rubbings.
Similarities and differences
in shape.

Small Group Work Decorate
the hall for the ball.
Food fit for a ball.
Make our own costumes for
the ball.
Dance
Junk modelling (castles)
Explore materials.
PSHE circle discussions. Being
a caring and compassionate
human being.

Subsidiary Challenges
How do we know if a character
is good or bad?
Do you feel sad for the three
bears?
Where will baby bear find a
new chair?
Why did Goldilocks prefer
Baby Bear’s porridge?
How can Goldilocks show that
she is sorry?
Small Group Work
Learn other traditional tales
too.
Hot seating
Role play – box of traditional
tale props.
Making porridge
Writing for a purpose
(card/letter to say sorry)
(invitation to invite bears to
Goldilocks house)
Looking at money (buying
Baby Bear a new chair)
Language of size comparison

Small Group Work
Look at fiction and non-fiction
books.
Observe the caterpillars
changing.
Release butterflies.
Monitor our bugs taking up
residency in our Bug Hotel.
Sorting activities to classify
mini beasts and insects.
Doubling and two single digit
addition.

Small Group Work
Write letters and visit the post
box.
Role play post office box
Counting in 2s. Odds and evens.
Looking after our bodies.
Brushing teeth and eating healthy
foods.

Learning Challenge Question
What do I know about me?

